IRON BOWL
STEM Competition

ALL TEACHERS ACROSS ALABAMA

Get your students involved in a friendly Iron Bowl STEM Competition. Let’s harness the interest and excitement of the Iron Bowl to get our students engaged in STEM learning.

Who Can Participate?

All students in grades K-12

How Do We Participate in the AMSTI Iron Bowl?

1. Go to www.amsti.org and choose your STEM Challenge Task.
2. Create groups of 2-5 students based on their favorite team, Auburn or Alabama.
3. Each group will complete the STEM challenge to the best of their ability!
4. Take pictures or videos of each group’s completed challenge and post to social media through yours, theirs, or your school’s account.
   a. Tag us @AMSTI4all (works for all social media platforms)
   b. Use #AMSTIironbowl AND #wareagle OR #rolltide to vote for your team.
5. The deadline for posting your projects will be Tuesday, November 26.
6. We will calculate the total number of votes for Auburn & Alabama and the team with the most support will be announced via social media on November 30 prior to the actual Iron Bowl.

Tune in to @AMSTI4all to get the hype/anticipation elevated